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Summary

This document summarizes the work of the MAE undergraduate 
programs committee on re-envisioning the undergraduate 
communications curriculum during the 2013-2014 academic year.

The major outcome of the work is the establishment of a 
sophomore year engineering communications course, which will be 
piloted in 2014-2015.

Other items that are discussed include the use of peer review and 
the possibility of developing a freshman technical writing seminar.

An overview of the communications curriculum across the college 
of engineering and at a number of peer institutions is also 
provided.



Background – Our charge and the reasons for it

Early this academic year, the director encouraged the Sibley School 
UPC to “explore options for our technical writing requirement”.  
Several reasons were provided (summarized)

1. Student Evaluations and Feedback
• “Do you feel that your technical writing skills have improved” – 3.03; 

“Were the comments you received helpful in improving your technical 
writing skills” 3.11

• General sense from graduate surveys that more instruction in 
communications would be better, even at the expense of technical 
work.

2. Departmental Resources
• Currently we meet writing requirement through MAE 4272.  “This 

course currently uses a very high level of resources, including two 
faculty and many TAs.”

• Available TAs may be less effective at teaching and evaluating writing 
than professionals would be.



Background – Our goal
Broadly speaking

There has been at least 
one recent 
comprehensive review 
of ECP with broad 
recommendations.

Our goal was two-fold

1. Build on these efforts, but consider the issues from an MAE-
specific point of view.

2. Propose specific recommendations and put some of them in 
place at the pilot/experimental stage as quickly as possible.



Background – A few things that we have done

1. Catalogued where (in required MAE courses) we currently teach 
communications skills directly or use them extensively.

2. Investigated how our peer institutions teach communications.

3. Informally sought input from industry leaders.

4. Added a question to the Alumni survey.

5. Initiated pilot studies on peer/professional assessment.

6. Developed a plan for a comprehensive communications 
curriculum including a sophomore “Mechanical Engineering 
Communications Seminar” (MECS)



Background – What we’re hoping to get feedback on

Some things we would like faculty feedback on.

1. Proposal for a “Mechanical Engineering Communications 
Seminar” a new 2nd year course focused on technical writing 
and communications that could be piloted next year.

2. Results of studies on peer assessment of technical writing.

3. Possibility of replacing the freshman writing seminar with a 
freshman technical communications seminar. 

4. Methods for improving communications instruction within the 
required MAE technical classes, including those in which we 
currently teach communications (e.g. 3272 and 4272).



University
writing-intensive 

humanities class(es)

freestanding technical 
communications 

class(es)

writing imbedded in 
required engineering 

class(es)

Berkeley YES! NO YES

Case Western YES! YES

Cornell YES! NO YES

Johns Hopkins YES YES!

MIT YES! NO YES!

Olin (YES) NO YES

Penn YES

Princeton YES NO YES

Univ of Toronto NO YES! YES

UT Austin YES YES

Comparison – Peer Institutions
Types of writing requirements at different peer institutions (Fisher)

A more detailed version of this chart is available in Appendix B.



Comparison – Peer Institutions
Observations and comments

• We surveyed several peer institutions.  The table on the 
previous slide lists the mechanism of writing instruction at each 
institution.  Institutions used one or more of the following 
approaches:  

1. Writing-intensive humanities classes similar to our First-Year 
Writing Seminars

2. Freestanding technical communications classes, taught by 
someone other than regular engineering faculty

3. Writing assignments within the major, with varying degrees 
of oversight from the department or college.  

• In the table, blue cells occur when an approach is used; red 
when it is not used; darker blue cells indicate more extensive or 
more demanding requirements.



Comparison – Peer Institutions
Observations and comments

In addition to surveying the course requirements, we conducted a 
general conversation about writing instruction.  The following 
observations emerged across multiple institutions.

• Writing within the major is deemed more effective than 
freestanding technical communications classes.  Berkeley 
switched from tech communications class to writing in the major 
in response to alumni feedback.  Writing in the major is most 
effective if distributed over multiple years (MIT).  Ideally, writing 
specialists interact with instructors in the major to help students 
see the connections between writing in the major and other 
kinds of academic writing (e.g. making academic arguments in 
First-Year Writing Seminars or similar classes) (Princeton).   

Continued on next slide



Comparison – Peer Institutions
Observations and comments

• Many schools have extensive support to help students to work 
on writing assignments.  At Princeton, each year the writing 
center makes 4000 appointments (50-80 minutes each) for 
undergrads, grads, and postdocs (including help with proposal 
writing).  They hire and train “writing fellows” from all disciplines 
to work with students.  Writing fellows meet with individual 
students and also facilitate senior-essay writing groups, which 
are optional.   Univ. of Toronto’s Engineering Communications 
Program offers tutoring appointments, electives, and 
workshops.  They are also “integrated in courses across the 
curriculum from first to fourth year.”  At Berkeley, grad students 
(TA’s) are trained to serve as writing consultants.  Also 
communications experts give guest lectures in engineering 
classes.

Continued on next slide



Comparison – Peer Institutions
Observations and comments

• Revising drafts is viewed by many as an important part of 
learning to write.  Judith Swan of Princeton’s writing program 
recommended including a requirement to submit a draft (on 
blackboard) by a certain date, and having it worth 2 points (just 
graded on whether something was submitted).  MIT’s 
requirements for writing-intensive classes include substantial 
feedback and revision. Olin’s program includes “target practice” 
on key communications skills:  brief repeated exercises that are 
graded (check, check minus, check plus); students work with 
tutor and perform repeated practice until they reach a 
satisfactory level.

• Faculty from several institutions expressed dissatisfaction over 
their students’ technical communications skills.



Communications in MAE required courses
Where we use and teach communications now (Kress-Gazit)

Course number Communication expected Explicit feedback given about 

communication 

Communication taught

First year writing seminars Writing only Yes Writing only

ENGRD 2020 Writing only – 3 lab reports No No

ENGRD 2030
Presentation – Explain 

calculations to TA
No No

MAE 2120
Writing only – reports for 

project
No Report guidelines provided.

ENGRD 2210 No No No

MAE 2250 Reports and presentations Only about presentations Presentation skills taught

MAE 3230 No No No

MAE3240 No No No

MAE 3250
Writing only – reports for 

projects
No No

MAE 3260 No No No

MAE 3272 Writing and presentation
Yes, peer review and instructor review 

of abstracts

MAE 3780

Writing and short presentation 

- Lab and final competition 

report, 5 minute presentations 

(final project design)

No Report guidelines provided.

MAE 4272 Writing only Yes – Writing only Yes – Writing only

MAE 4300

Writing (report) and 

presentation (15 minutes as a 

group) 

Yes – Writing only Report guidelines provided.

Presentation Writing Writing and presentation 



How we meet COE Technical Communications requirement

MAE 4272 - Fluids/Heat Transfer Laboratory
• Senior Year Lab-Course
• Purpose is to enable students to do experiments in fluids and heat transfer and 

get experience in large scale experimental facilities.

Writing Requirement
• As part of the course, the students produce Lab Reports that are 

comprehensive with careful layout of data analysis, methods, discussions 
(various sections), and conclusions/recommendations, appendices.

• 6 reports each semester.

Workload related to writing.
• Each lab report takes about 1 hour to grade.
• Much of what can be done is related to “communications” (e.g. style, 

formatting, organization, etc.).



How other departments do it

MSE, MAE, CHEME
• All have in-house writing intensive courses
• MAE 4272 is ours, others have similar

ORIE, CEE, ECE
• Nothing inside the department or specific to technical discipline.  Essentially 

tell students to take ECP courses.

AEP
• Writing intensive course that is co-taught by AEP and ECP at sophomore level.
• 2 hours/week lecture and 3 hours/week lab class (weekly lecture/workshop 

half taught by ECP and AEP). 

BEE
• Two courses (one “workshop class” on entrepreneurship involving business 

plan development and presentation).  
• ECP and BEE co-teach all the way through the semester.



Deficiencies and challenges we’ve identified

Based on our efforts we’ve identified a few deficiencies and 
challenges in our technical communications program.

1. Formal instruction within MAE comes too late in the 
curriculum.  What we do provide earlier has limited feedback. 

2. Teaching writing and communications is low-throughput and 
labor intensive – professional instruction will always be 
resource limited. 

3. The Freshman Writing Seminar does not satisfy our technical 
writing needs. 

4. Limited professional involvement in developing 
communications instruction as part of the regular curriculum.



Opportunities we’ve identified
And what we’re hoping to get feedback on

1. Establish a Mechanical Engineering Communications Seminar in 
2nd year with the support of Engineering Communications. 
• Replace one of the liberal studies electives with MECS
• Partner with a technical course.
• Will to pilot this next year.

2. Increase the amount of feedback provided to students through 
the use of peer assessment. 
• Conducted a peer assessment of writing study this past term in MAE 

3272.  Hope to do more next year.

3. Replace one of the freshman writing seminars with a technical 
writing seminar.

4. Methods for improving communications instruction within the 
required MAE technical classes and reducing resources by 
working with ECP.



Sophomore Mechanical Engineering Communications Seminar
Williamson, Erickson, and Evans (EC)

Comprehensive Engineering 
Communications Curriculum
• Developed with ECP and has 

enthusiastic support.

A detailed explanation behind this chart along with 
additional comments is located in Appendix C.



#1 – Establish Sophomore 
Mechanical Engineering 

Communications Seminar



Sophomore Mechanical Engineering Communications Seminar
Williamson, Erickson, and Evans (EC)

In reviewing the communications curriculum, the deepest hole is 
in the second year.



Sophomore Mechanical Engineering Communications Seminar
Williamson, Erickson, and Evans (EC)

Opportunity exists for establishing a Sophomore Mechanical 
Engineering Communications Seminar in collaboration with 
Engineering Communications.

• Technical content for course would be developed by ECP in collaboration 
with MAE faculty members.

• Partner with an existing technical course to provide technical “focus”.  
Lots of good research to support the idea that this is key to success.

• Course would be taught by communications professional (ECP staff 
member).

• Initially would be optional for students to take, incentive would be that 
it would replace a liberal studies requirement.

Can be piloted next year with 20 students with minimal resources.  
• MAE 2250 would be coupled technical course initially.
• Beyond first year would require additional ECP resources.
• Specific content would be developed over the summer for faculty 

feedback.



Establish a Technical Writing Course in 2nd year
Williamson, Erickson, and Evans (EC)

1. Course would be developed with engineering communications 
in consultation with the MAE faculty.

2. Would be tied in with an existing technical course to provide 
“focus”.  Lots of good research to support the idea that this is 
key to success.  Would be optional for students to take.

3. Would replace a liberal studies requirement.

4. Can be piloted next year with minimal resources.  Beyond that 
would require some additional ECP resources.

TWS
Critical to have partner technical 
course.

2-credit, replaces LS.

Needs to be structured in such a 
way (at least initially) that it 
supplements what is taught in 
course not “helps with 
homework”

Advantages of small scale pilot 
are…
1. Can provide faculty feedback on 

course before formal decision.
2. Can be tried now without 

committing many resources.



Sophomore Mechanical Engineering Communications Seminar
Williamson, Erickson, and Evans (EC)

Course content determined by MAE needs
• Would include technical writing and spoken communications.
• Content would be put together over the summer by ECP with input from 

MAE.  One way that was suggested would be for ECP to “work backwards” 
from requirements of 3272 and 4272 to ensure students are well prepared 
for those courses.

• Would also address additional deficiencies that we identify (e.g. inability to 
communicate larger vision of project).

Teaching course in long term to all students would require at least 
2 FTE.

“…this initiative if realized creates one of the best, most innovative 
curricula transformations anywhere. It makes MAE an instant model 
both to the rest of the college and to other schools/colleges of 
engineering across the nation.” – ECP Director Rick Evans



#2 – Peer and Professional Review 
of Writing*

* This section provides an overview of the effort done by Wolfgang 
Sachse on coupling of peer and professional review of writing.

Prof. Sachse’s complete presentation is included here in appendix 
A.



Peer and Professional Assessment of Writing
MAE 3272 Pilot Study (Sachse), MAE 2250 (Lipson)

One of the essential problems with evaluating technical 
writing/communications is “throughput”.
• If you have 150 undergraduates in a cohort, spending 15 minutes on looking 

and evaluating a piece of writing for each student requires a total of 37.5 
instructional hours.  Reviewing a 10 minute presentation and providing 5 
minutes of feedback has the same limitation.

To become a good writer, you need to first become a good reader.  
To become a good speaker, you need to first become a good 
listener. 
• One way to reduce load on faculty is through double-blinded “peer 

evaluation” coupled with professional assessment.
• Has the added benefit of forcing the students to see what other students are 

producing rather than just their own.

In MAE 3272 this year, Prof. Sachse piloted a peer assessment of 
writing that also provided professional oversight from ECP.



Peer and Professional Assessment of Writing
MAE 3272 Pilot Study (Sachse)

Two years ago the writing of abstracts describing the work and 
results in 2 of the 3 Lab Modules was introduced in MAE 3272.
• Grading was onerous (120+ Students) and no feedback was included.

The experiment this semester includes peer evaluation, revision, 
and final grading of the Abstracts. 
• 145 Students - Each one in the class is assigned a random number which is 

used to identify their Abstract.
• Each student is assigned to peer evaluate the Abstracts of two randomly 

assigned classmates. The evaluation is carried out according to a provided 
check-box template (see next slide). Three days.

• The students improve/re-write their Abstracts according to the comments 
received. One week.

• The revised Abstracts are evaluated by the faculty according to a published 
check-box rubric.



Peer and Professional Assessment of Writing
MAE 3272 Pilot Study (Sachse)

Letter to students

Peer review template



Peer and Professional Assessment of Writing
MAE 3272 Pilot Study (Sachse)

Professional 
Abstract 
Assessment 
Rubric



Peer and Professional Assessment of Writing
MAE 3272 Pilot Study (Sachse)

Excluding the peer-reviews, the time it took was maybe half that it 
took in previous years – but there were two persons grading.

The logistics were not trivial. 
• For some reasons not understood, a number of peer reviewers did not review 

the Abstracts that I thought that I had assigned to them.
• The use of the Cornell Box was not appropriate. No anonymization!



Peer and Professional Assessment of Writing
MAE 3272 Pilot Study (Sachse)

The assignment of Peer-reviewers to each abstract was not easy but 
hopefully will be easier as we gain more experience. 
• Need to better anonymize in the future – should be some better software for 

this.

There was a little time-saving of effort (in the first batch) – but the 
work is spread over more persons, hence the time-spent/person is 
reduced.

The peer-review system worked reasonably well. Both Abstract 
writers and peer-reviewers clearly benefitted.

• “Overall, looking at the old versions that you provided and these 
new ones, the ability of the students to express their work in a 
more professional manner has skyrocketed.” - ECP



Incorporating peer writing assessment in MAE 2250
MAE 2250 Plans for 2015 (Lipson)

MAE 2250 (Mechanical Synthesis) requires students to prepare two 
written reports. Each report documents the product development 
process undertaken by student teams. The report outlines 
everything from conceptual design decisions to detailed design 
details, prototyping, and testing.

In 2015, the course will incorporate a peer-review process. Teams 
will submit their reports and will receive reviewed copies. These 
reviews will be prepared by classmates in other sections in a double-
blind fashion. 

Continued on next slide



Incorporating peer writing assessment in MAE 2250
MAE 2250 Plans for 2015 (Lipson)

Each student will review three anonymous reports and provide 
feedback in three categories: 

a) Language: Spelling, grammar and clarity; 
b) Presentation: Formatting and layout; and 
c) Content: Coverage, accuracy and completeness.

These reviews will be used by the instructor and the TAs in report 
grading. Reviewer comments will be consolidated as feedback to 
each team. The quality of the review will also factor into the 
individual reviewer’s grade. 

Appropriate IT infrastructure for double-blind review will be 
required to implement this plan.



#3 – Establish a Freshman 
Technical Writing Seminar



Establish a Freshman Technical Writing/Communication Seminar
Erickson

• Current FWS seminars do not meet our technical 
communication needs. 
• A number of FWSs topics are available, but only a small number have a 

science/engineering tangent.
• FWSs are the way many departments fund their graduate students.  

Instructors teach to topics they are interested in.

• A mechanism exists for creating new FWS offerings, which 
could be related to engineering.  However, several hurdles limit 
action.
• Resources could be managed, but instructors would need to come 

from Engineering.
• Any courses offered would need to be available to everyone (i.e. not 

just MAE).
• College level involvement likely required.
• Engineering College faculty showed little enthusiasm for a proposal for 

an Engineering Practice course proposed some years ago to replace 
one FWS and one ENGRI.   



Establish a Freshman Technical Writing/Communication Seminar
Erickson



Establish a Freshman Technical Writing/Communication Seminar
Erickson

A FTCS would replace one of the FWSs.

Could be piloted next year, if resources 
& personnel were made available from 
department or college.

Would enable earlier introduction of 
technical communications but would 
not be tied to a technical course nor be 
specifically tailored to our needs.

FTCS



#4 – Work with ECP to optimize 
our current courses



Professional “auditing” and participation of how we teach 
communications in existing courses – starting with 3272 and 4272

• ECP can work with instructors to help 
enhance communications as part of 
existing courses.

• An example of this is the participation 
in 3272 this year, will do something 
with 4272 next year.

• The ECP could help run these two EC-intensive course MAE 
3272/4272.  However, the component of EC within these courses 
must be instituted  and managed efficiently, otherwise the EC 
component could very easily become unwieldy, to the detriment 
of both faculty and student.  Will do this with 4272 next year.

• Other courses can also participate, suggest coordination through 
UPC (or a special subcommittee).



Thank you
Any questions?

Revitalizing the MAE 
Undergraduate Communications 

Curriculum
Undergraduate Programs Committee

David Erickson (Chairman)

Elizabeth Fisher

Hadas Kress-Gazit

Hod Lipson

Wolfgang Sachse

Charles Williamson



Appendix A – Full peer review 
presentation from Prof. Sachse



Report from ME_DUS 40/11

Report to the UPC:

•Two years ago the writing of Abstracts 

describing the work and results in two of 

the three Lab Modules was introduced in 

MAE 3272.

•Grading was onerous (120+ Students) and 

no feedback was included.

•The experiment this semester includes peer 

evaluation, revision and final grading of the 

Abstracts. 145 Students.

Update: 2-April-2014

Abstract Writing: An Experiment



Report from ME_DUS 41/11

MAE 3272 

Abstract Writing:



Report from ME_DUS 42/11

Abstract Writing/Evaluation Scheme:
• Each student in the class is assigned a random number 

which is used to identify their Abstract. There are two groups 

of students: Week #1 and Week #2

• Students upload their Abstracts to one of two Cornell Box 

accounts.

• Each student is assigned to peer evaluate the Abstracts of 

two randomly assigned class-mates. The evaluation is carried 

out according to a provided check-box template. Three days.

• The students improve/re-write their Abstracts according to the 

comments received. One week.

• The revised Abstracts are evaluated by the faculty according 

to a published check-box rubric.

• Grading: 15 Pts (max) Abstract; +5 pts (max) each peer 

review.  Maximum Total: 25 Pts (out of 70 Pts for the Lab.)



Report from ME_DUS 43/11

Letter to each Student: 145 Students in Sp’14

Cornell.Box

account



Report from ME_DUS 44/11

Posted Schedule:



Report from ME_DUS 45/11

Peer Evaluation 

Assessment 

Sheet:

Students are 

given one week to 

re-write, improve 

their Abstracts;

Re-upload to 

Cornell Box



Report from ME_DUS 46/11

Abstract 

Assessment 

Rubric:



Report from ME_DUS 47/11

Grading:

The Lab Exercises (for Module 1) include a Measured 

Material Property Data Sheet and the Abstract.



Report from ME_DUS 48/11

Material Test 

Data Sheet:

Value: 45/70



Report from ME_DUS 49/11

Module 1 

Grading:

The Lab Exercises (for Module 1) include a Measured Material Property 

Data Sheet and the Abstract.

Abstract Grading (Original Plan):

• 0-15 pts to Abstract author

• 0-5 pts for each Abstract peer-reviewed. Points determined 

by the final grade assigned to the Abstracts read.

• Total: 25 points



Report from ME_DUS 50/11

Assessment of the on-going Experiment:

1. The grading of the Module 1 Abstracts for Students in Week #1 has 

been completed.

2. Excluding the peer-reviews, the time it took was maybe half that it 

took in previous years – but there were two persons grading!

3. The logistics were not trivial. For some reasons not understood, a 

number of peer reviewers did not review the Abstracts that I thought 

that I had assigned to them.

4. For efficiency we consolidated the students in one Section of Week 

#1 with those Week #2. This resulted in previously assigned, 

missing Abstracts which, in turn, resulted in lots of E-mails and 

Peer-review grade adjustments.

5. Despite what appeared to be a clear list of posted deadlines, 

students claimed that the process was not well organized.  Blame in 

large part on new Calendar? Or students can’t/don’t read?

6. The use of the Cornell Box was not appropriate. No anonymization!



Report from ME_DUS 51/11

i-Clicker Assessment – 10-Mar-14:



Report from ME_DUS 52/11

i-Clicker Assessment – 10-Mar-14 and Abstract 2:

1. Decided to make Abstract for Module 2 optional!    

Extra Course Credit.

2. As of 28-Mar-14: 109 Students (145 Enrollment) have 

signed-up to write an Abstract for Module 2.

3. Abstract Deadline: 11-April-14; 6pm. Strictly enforced!

4. Peer-reviewer Schedule, etc will then be set up and all 

deadlines strictly enforced!



Report from ME_DUS 53/11

Preliminary Conclusions of the on-going Expt:

1. The scheduling of due dates (first draft hand-in; peer-review; 

final copy hand-in) is not straightforward (145 students 

spread over two weeks.)                                                     

How to deal with late Abstracts; late peer-reviews?

2. The assignment of Peer-reviewers to each Abstract was not 

easy but hopefully will be easier as we gain more 

experience. Need to anonymize in the future.

3. Overall, the peer-review system worked reasonably well. 

Both Abstract writers and peer-reviewers clearly benefitted.

4. There is little time-saving of effort – but the work is spread 

over more persons, hence the time-spent/person is reduced.

5. We will assess this approach in the final Course Evaluations.



Appendix B – Detailed table of 
information on peer institution 

communications curricula



Appendix B.  Writing Instruction at other institutions. 

We surveyed several peer institutions.  Table B1 lists the mechanism of writing instruction at each 

institution.  Institutions used one or more of the following approaches:  1) writing-intensive humanities 

classes similar to our First-Year Writing Seminars, 2) freestanding technical communications classes, 

taught by someone other than regular engineering faculty, and 3) writing assignments within the major, 

with varying degrees of oversight from the department or college.  In the table, blue cells occur when an 

approach is used; orange when it is not used; darker blue cells indicate more extensive or more 

demanding requirements. 

In addition to surveying the course requirements, we conducted a general conversation about writing 

instruction.  The following observations emerged across multiple institutions. 

 Writing within the major is deemed more effective that freestanding technical communications 

classes.  Berkeley switched from tech communications class to writing in the major in response 

to alumni feedback.  Writing in the major is most effective if distributed over multiple years 

(MIT).  Ideally, writing specialists interact with instructors in the major to help students see the 

connections between writing in the major and other kinds of academic writing (e.g. making 

academic arguments in First-Year Writing Seminars or similar classes) (Princeton).    

 Many schools have extensive support to help students to work on writing assignments.  At 

Princeton, each year the writing center makes 4000 appointments (50-80 minutes each) for 

undergrads, grads, and postdocs (including help with proposal writing).  They hire and train 

“writing fellows” from all disciplines to work with students.  Writing fellows meet with individual 

students and also facilitate senior-essay writing groups, which are optional.   Univ. of Toronto’s 

Engineering Communications Program offers tutoring appointments, electives, and workshops.  

They are also “integrated in courses across the curriculum from first to fourth year.”  At 

Berkeley, grad students (TA’s) are trained to serve as writing consultants.  Also communications 

experts give guest lectures in engineering classes. 

 Revising drafts is viewed by many as an important part of learning to write.  Judith Swan of 

Princeton’s writing program recommended including a requirement to submit a draft (on 

blackboard) by a certain date, and having it worth 2 points (just graded on whether something 

was submitted).  MIT’s requirements for writing-intensive classes include substantial feedback 

and revision.  Olin’s program includes “target practice” on key communications skills:  brief 

repeated exercises that are graded (check, check minus, check plus); students work with tutor 

and perform repeated practice until they reach a satisfactory level. 

 Faculty from several institutions expressed dissatisfaction over their students’ technical 

communications skills. 

 



 

university 
and size of 
graduating 
class in ME 

contact 
person 

requirement of 
writing-
intensive 
course as FWS 
or humanities 
class (not 
technical 
writing) 

requirement of a 
communications 
or technical 
communications 
class; taught by 
whom? 

writing and 
presentations 
imbedded in 
department 
required classes,  
with dept 
oversight 

writing and 
presentations 
imbedded in 
department 
required 
classes, no 
dept oversight 

resources available to 
help students improve 
communications skills 

is there instruction 
on writing?  Is part 
of grade based on 
communications 
skills? 

Princeton 
Mech/Aero 
Engineering  
~50 

Michael 
Littman 
(MAE); 
Judith 
Swan 
(writing 
program) 

yes, and they 
learn to critique 
each others' 
writing 

no such 
requirement; 
writing center 
offers electives 
for grad students 
but not for 
undergrads 

some: each 
student must 
complete a 
senior 
thesis/project, 
involving a 
report and 
poster session 

yes, imbedded 
in several 
classes, e.g. 
labs 

Princeton Writing 
Program. They hire 
engineering grad 
students & train them 
to help undergrads 
w/senior thesis writing 
& etc.; writing center 
fellows facilitate 
optional senior essay 
writing groups  

not sure about 
instruction; yes, 
some grading 

Cornell 
Mech/Aero 
Engineering 
~130 

self yes, 2 of them 

no requirement, 
but it's an 
option; taught by 
engineering 
communication 
faculty 

moving in this 
direction 

yes Knight Writing Center 
some instruction; 
some grading 

Berkeley 
Mech Engr 

J.Y. Chen 

yes, 2 reading 
and 
composition 
courses in 
freshman year 

previously had a 
technical 
communications 
requirement 

yes; distributed 
over several 
classes:  
Freshman 
project class, 
Junior 
mechatronics, 
Senior capstone 
design with 20% 
of report grades 
based on comm.  

no 

TA's are trained to 
serve as writing 
consultants; 
communications 
experts give guest 
lectures 

yes: lectures by 
comm specialists; 
yes 



university 
and size of 
graduating 
class in ME 

contact 
person 

requirement of 
writing-
intensive 
course as FWS 
or humanities 
class (not 
technical 
writing) 

requirement of a 
communications 
or technical 
communications 
class; taught by 
whom? 

writing and 
presentations 
imbedded in 
department 
required classes,  
with dept 
oversight 

writing and 
presentations 
imbedded in 
department 
required 
classes, no 
dept oversight 

resources available to 
help students improve 
communications skills 

is there instruction 
on writing?  Is part 
of grade based on 
communications 
skills? 

Penn 
Engineering  

yes not known not known not known not known not known 

UT Austin 
Mech Engr  

yes:  Rhetoric 
and writing 306 

requirement: 
M E 333T. 
Engineering 
Communication  
(taught by sr 
lecturer in ME 
who also teaches 
professional 
ethics) 

    

Olin  

Gillian 
Epstein, 
writing 
consultant 

yes, but unusual 
structure:  
writing program 
runs 3 
workshops 
within 1st year 
foundation 
classes 

no Not really 

There is writing 
and oral 
communication 
in many 
classes, notably 
senior project; 
writing 
program assists 
instructors, but 
there is not 
much overall 
coord. 

Trained undergrad 
writing tutors; brief 
iterative practice until 
“check-plus” level is 
achieved for specific 
skills. 

yes 



university 
and size of 
graduating 
class in ME 

contact 
person 

requirement of 
writing-
intensive 
course as FWS 
or humanities 
class (not 
technical 
writing) 

requirement of a 
communications 
or technical 
communications 
class; taught by 
whom? 

writing and 
presentations 
imbedded in 
department 
required classes,  
with dept 
oversight 

writing and 
presentations 
imbedded in 
department 
required 
classes, no 
dept oversight 

resources available to 
help students improve 
communications skills 

is there instruction 
on writing?  Is part 
of grade based on 
communications 
skills? 

University of 
Toronto   
Mech Engr.               
~225 

 
no? 

First year:  
"Engineering 
strategies and 
practice" I and II, 
which develop 
communication 
skills 

yes (not sure 
whether there's 
department 
oversight) 

  

significant additional 
support available (for 
undergrads and grads) 
through engineering 
communication 
program ; not required 

yes 

Johns 
Hopkins   
Mech Engr 
and MSE 

James 
Spicer 
(MSE); 
Andrea 
Prosperetti 
(ME) 

yes:  one class in 
expository 
writing OR 
fiction/poetry 
writing 
required; 
recommend to 
take in 1st year 

 

in MSE, 3 
required classes 
(labs and Senior 
design) are 
designated 
writing intensive; 
involve extensive 
writing and 
revision 

 
not sure 

yes for grading; not 
sure about 
instruction 

Case 
Western 
Mech Engr. 

Chris 
Hernandez 

yes -- looks like 
3 seminar 
courses (first + 
2x university 
seminar) 

yes: dept 
seminar: 
"Professional 
Communication," 
taught by 
instructors from 
the English Dept. not much?   not sure 

 



university 
and size of 
graduating 
class in ME 

contact 
person 

requirement of 
writing-
intensive 
course as FWS 
or humanities 
class (not 
technical 
writing) 

requirement of a 
communications 
or technical 
communications 
class; taught by 
whom? 

writing and 
presentations 
imbedded in 
department 
required classes,  
with dept 
oversight 

writing and 
presentations 
imbedded in 
department 
required 
classes, no 
dept oversight 

resources available to 
help students improve 
communications skills 

is there instruction 
on writing?  Is part 
of grade based on 
communications 
skills? 

MIT entire 
institution website 

yes, two 
writing-
intensive 
humanities 
classes required seemingly no 

yes, two writing-
intensive courses 
within the major 
are required; 
serious 
committee 
reviews writing-
intensive classes 

  

yes, at least 25% of 
course grade; 
requires 
substantial 
feedback and 
revision 

 



Appendix C – Summary of 
Communications Curriculum by 

Prof. Charles Williamson



Proposal concerning Engineering Communication  

in the MAE Curriculum 
 

C.H.K. Williamson 

2 April 2014 

 

Following several valuable meetings with  

Rick Evans 

Director of the Engineering Communications Program 

 

Engineering Communication has a presence in MAE 4272, Experimental Laboratory in Fluids and Heat 

Transfer.  However, in essence it is too late in a student's career, and too little.  We attempt to teach 

Communication (organisation, formatting of reports, plots, figures, equations, tables....), but it is not 

realistic to ask the Instructors to do something meaningful with Writing (text, grammar, punctuation), in 

a single course in the Senior year.  I believe we do a good job at Communication, but the Writing 

element needs professional help.  In terms of evaluations, 4272 did well technically, but suffered with 

teaching "writing" since this is simply not something that can be achieved realistically in a single 

technical course in the senior year. 

 

It was proposed last year that we spread out the engineering communication/writing over more years in 

the student's curriculum.  This is a good idea, because it affords more practice to the student, and should 

be better for the Instructors concerning workload, and realistic aims.  4272 will continue to be useful in 

this respect, providing practice in writing, teaching technical communication effectively (with the use of 

our "Guide to Communication"), and serve as a capstone course for the engineering communication of 

our students. 

 

This leaves us with the question as to which courses in sequence should be used for teaching engineering 

communication in our curriculum.  I therefore have met up with Rick Evans of the ECP (Engineering 

Communication Program), who has had excellent ideas which mesh well with our goals.  Below, you 

find a very brief presentation of our ideas up to this point: 

 

 

 Multi-Year Plan  for Engineering Communication 
 

 

Year 1  Fall  FWS#1 

  Spring  FWS#2 

 

 

Year 2  Fall 

  Spring  EC Engineering Communication (Partner with 2250) 

 

 

Year 3  Fall  MAE 3272 EC-Intensive 

  Spring 

 

Year 4  Fall  ME 4272 EC-Intensive 

  Spring 



 

 

NOTES: 

 

1. We should consider a multi-year approach to teaching EC.  This would be a sequence of classes only 

affecting MAE within College of Engineering. 

2. We can incorporate a real writing course, taught by professionals of the ECP, which we can call 

"Engineering Communication", or EC.  Emphasis  would be writing, sentences, grammar, etc, as 

well as general communication, such as documents and presentations. 

3. We feel this could be a 2-credit course (so that it can be manned realistically by ECP). 

4. It could replace one of the Liberal Arts courses from Spring  term of Year 2. 

5. This can be a partner course to an existing technical course, such as MAE 2250, so that the students 

have a real interest in the subject matter, rather than an artificial goal.   

6. Students would be in groups of 4 (primarily), which meshes nicely with what 2250 already do. 

7. As suggested by Dave Erickson, initially we propose a PILOT program, of around 20 student 

volunteers from Year 2, so that we can  actually make this an actionable item for next academic year 

2014-2015. A bigger less digestible proposal would understandably get held up by the faculty, and by 

the need to expand ECP personnel.     

8. In Year 3, the student would be exposed to MAE 3272, which would be an EC-intensive course.   

9. In Year 4, we would finish off the sequence with MAE4272, another EC-intensive course. 

10. The ECP would help run these two EC-intensive course MAE 3272/4272.  However, the component 

of EC within these courses must be instituted  and managed efficiently, otherwise the EC component 

could very easily become unwieldy, to the detriment of both faculty and student. 

 

 

Alternative ideas: 

 

 Replace the FWS #2 by a Technical Writing Seminar TWS in Spring term Year 1.  This would 

be to satisfy the needs of the College of Engineering. 

 

 This would be taught by the TA team that presently teaches FWS.  Essentially each TA runs a 

course in the Knight program that is tailored to their general interest or their graduate research 

topic, hence the diversity of subjects offered.  Given the system, it may be somewhat difficult to 

match enough TAs with Technical Writing, understandably. 

 

 This would have to be a College of Engineering initiative, not just MAE, and would certainly not 

be actionable for next year. 

 

 



Appendix D – Summary of Faculty 
Response



Summary of Faculty Feedback and Plans for 2014-2015 Academic 
Year

• Most of the information contained within this report was presented to the 
faculty over the course of two “lunch discussions” during the spring 2014 
term.

• Feedback obtained with regards to the “Sophomore Mechanical Engineering 
Communications Seminar” was sufficiently positive so as to proceed with 
piloting the seminar in spring 2015.  Further updates to the faculty will be 
provided in the fall 2014 term.

• The faculty provided some useful feedback on increasing anonymity of 
responses for peer review of writing assignments.  An effort will be made to 
incorporate these suggestions next year.

• Section #4 on establishing a freshman technical writing seminar was not 
presented to the faculty and so no feedback was obtained.  The UPC will 
reexamine this concept in fall 2014.


